Dear Friends,
Thank you for visiting our website. As you browse through its pages, you will learn a great
deal, not just about CAST, but also about the art and science of low voltage landscape
lighting.
CAST stands out among other manufacturers for a host of reasons:
■■Quality: The great majority of outdoor lighting products break, chip, peel and 			
eventually fail entirely. CAST products have rock-solid construction and the highest 		
quality electrical components. Our products are practically indestructible and are 		
guaranteed to perform perfectly for the life of your home.
■■Solid Sand-Cast Bronze: Better than aluminum, copper and brass – CAST lighting 		
fixtures are hand-crafted in our own foundry by skilled workers. Bronze never
corrodes and it ages naturally to a beautiful patina.
■■Training and Education: Like all artistic trades, landscape lighting design is best 		
undertaken by well-trained and experienced professionals. CAST has led the industry
in this training and offers both beginning and advanced education with courses, 		
seminars and online education.
■■Customer Service: I have always recognized the important role that a manufacturer 		
plays in serving the needs of distributors, installers, specifiers and homeowners.
Answering questions, providing technical support and streamlining the purchasing 		
process have always been our top priorities.
■■Passion: Perhaps the biggest factor that sets us apart from the others is our passion 		
for quality landscape lighting. It was passion that inspired me to launch CAST; and our
company is staffed with extremely skilled professionals all sharing this same passion.
Landscape lighting is far more than just putting in a few lights; it is a fine art that
transforms your nighttime experience. A well designed and installed CAST landscape
lighting system is an investment that rewards you every night for years to come.
Once again, thank you for visiting our website. I encourage you to explore its many
valuable resources. We welcome your comments and questions and look forward to the
possibility that you will join the growing family of professionals and homeowners who
share our passion for quality landscape lighting.
Sincerely yours,
David Beausoleil
Founder and President
CAST Lighting LLC.

